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What is XFEL?

ARTICLES

at 13.7 nm for the first time. This 13 nm region is important because
of its relevance to EUV lithography. At saturation, FLASH delivers
ultrashort pulses with durations as low as 10 fs, and with peak and
average powers of up to 10 GW and 20 mW, respectively (record
values for EUV lasers). FLASH also produces bright emission at
the third harmonic (4.6 nm) and the fifth harmonic (2.75 nm) of
synchrotron:
at most one photon absorbed
the fundamental mode. The latter wavelength is shorter than any
per
pulse
produced
so far by plasma-based X-ray lasers, and it lies well
within the so-called water window where biological systems can be
XFEL:
many
photons
absorbed
imaged and
analysed
in vitro (and
potentially inper
vivo).pulse
In addition,
the pulse durations of the harmonics decrease with harmonic
2 per pulse
fluence:
photons
number, so ~10
their 13
durations
lie inper
the µm
single-digit
femtosecond
range, opening up the possibility of studying deep inner-shell
18 W/cm
2
atomic and
molecular ~10
dynamics
on a subfemtosecond
timescale.
peak
intensity:

> XFEL: X-ray Free-Electron Laser
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> Ultraintense
§
§
§

> Ultrafast
RESULTS
§ pulse duration: femtoseconds or sub-fs
PRODUCTION OF ELECTRON BUNCHES

> Characteristics of X rays
§
§
§

FLASH is a SASE FEL that produces EUV radiation during a single
pass of an electron beam through a long periodic magnetic
undulator7–9. The driving mechanism of a FEL is the radiative
large
penetration
absorption
instability
of the electron depth:
beam duesmall
to the collective
interaction
24.
of
electrons
with
the
electromagnetic
field
in
the
undulator
probability
The amplification process in SASE FELs starts from the shot
noise in the specific:
electron beam.
When the electron
beam enters the
element
inner-shell
electrons
undulator, the beam modulation at wavelengths close to the
resonance
wavelength,imaging with atomic resolution
Å
wavelength:
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Ackermann et al., Nature Photon. 1, 336 (2007).
Figure 1 Peak brilliance of X-ray FELs in comparison with third-generation
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Where are XFELs?
> FLASH at DESY, Germany (2004)
> LCLS at Stanford, USA (2009)

LCLS

> SACLA at RIKEN Harima, Japan (2011)
> European XFEL, Germany (2015)
FLASH and European XFEL on DESY campus

SACLA
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What differences from optical strong-field?
> Optical strong-field regime

> Intense X-ray regime

§ tunneling or multiphoton processes

§ mainly one-photon processes

§ valence-electron ionization

§ core-electron ionization
§ multiphoton multiple ionization via a
sequence of one-photon processes

IR to UV
X rays
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X-ray laser produces
a high
flux of photons that atoms can be
NATUREsuch
| Vol 466
| 1 July 2010
urce can knock out both the electrons of an atom’s innermost shell.
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Ultrafast X-ray scattering
REVIEW

> X-ray scattering
§ synchrotron for crystals

bismuth crystal confirmed the ability of the EOS
measurement to accurately determine the shot-toshot time delay (30).
In this study, fs laser pulse excitation of
bismuth changes the equilibrium structure of the
unit cell and leads to coherent vibrational motion
(31–33) (Fig. 1, C and D). This coherent motion
generates large-amplitude oscillations, in particular Bragg peaks such as the (111) reflection (34).
This experimental observation of strong ~300-fs
period oscillations in the (111) Bragg diffraction
7
intensity rigorously demonstrated the utility of EOS
as a timing diagnostic (29, 30). These measurements also provided a detailed characterization of
the excited state potential, further demonstrating
the utility of ultrafast x-ray scattering for the

study of structural dynamics. Coherent vibrational motion in a ferroelectric crystal has also been
observed with ultrafast x-ray diffraction by using
laser-sliced x-ray pulses from a synchrotron (35).
X-ray slicing sources represent an important
development in ultrafast x-ray science with performance attributes distinct from XFEL sources. A
complementary discussion of nonthermal melting
and displacive excitations, as well as a discussion
of data analysis, can be found in the Supporting
Online Material (SOM) text.

§ XFEL for single molecules or nanocrystals
~10 times
more photons

Coherent X-ray Imaging with
Atomic Resolution
Electromagnetic radiation can be used to image objects with a spatial resolution ultimately

> Single-shot imaging of individual
macromolecules
§ Ultrafast (femtosecond) pulse:
scattering before Coulomb explosion
(nuclear radiation damage)
§ A hottest topic in XFEL science:
Chapman et al., Nature Phys. 2, 839 (2007).
Chapman et al., Nature 470, 73 (2011).
Seibert et al., Nature 470, 78 (2011).

§ Electronic radiation damage is
unavoidable.
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Gaffney & Chapman, Science 316, 1444 (2007).
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X-ray-induced atomic processes
> Based on nonrelativistic QED and perturbation theory
> Hamiltonian
Ĥ = Ĥmol + ĤEM + Ĥint
X
ĤEM =
!k â†k, âk, , !k = |k|/↵
k,

Ĥint = ↵

Z



r
d3 x ˆ† (x) Â(x) ·
i

2
↵
ˆ(x) +
2

Z

d3 x ˆ† (x)Â2 (x) ˆ(x)

> Perturbation theory
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥint
|Ii: initial state,
FI

= 2⇡ (EF

|F i: final state

EI ) hF |Ĥint |Ii +

X hF |Ĥint |M ihM |Ĥint |Ii
M

EI

EM + i✏

2

+ ···

Santra, J. Phys. B 42, 023001 (2009): PhD Tutorial
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X-ray-induced atomic processes (cont.)
> Photoionization

> Fluorescence

P
F

|Ii = |

|F i = |

Nel
0 i|NEM i
Nel
F i|NEM

1i

> Auger and Coster–Kronig decay

|Ii = ĉi |

Nel
0 i|0i,

|F i = ĉi0 |

|F i = ĉ†a ĉj ĉj 0 |

|0i

S

|Ii = |

Nel
0 i,

F

> Elastic X-ray scattering

A

|Ii = ĉi |

Nel †
0 iâkF ,

Nel
0 i

|F i = |

Nel
0 i|NEM i
Nel †
0 iâkF , F |NEM
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1i

Electronic damage dynamics by XFEL
> Coupled rate equation

> Numerical procedure

all X
config.
I 0 6=I

[

I 0 !I PI 0 (t)

§ construct all possible n-hole configurations for
+n charge state for all possible n
§ optimize orbital structures for each configuration
§ calculate cross sections and rates for each
configuration
§ solve a set of rate equations with all parameters

> Each atomic process is treated in the
perturbative regime, but ionization and
relaxation dynamics are non-perturbative.

I!I 0 PI (t)]
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XATOM: toolkit for X-ray atomic physics
> What XATOM can do:
§ Hartree–Fock–Slater method with a proper long-range correction
§ bound and continuum states, transition dipole matrix elements
§ photoionization / photoabsorption cross sections
§ Auger and Coster–Kronig rates
§ fluorescence rates
§ elastic x-ray scattering form factors including dispersion corrections
§ shake-off branching ratios
§ large-scale coupled rate equations: direct solution or Monte–Carlo solution

> Features:
§ versatile and simple
§ captures all relevant basic processes

r
e
t
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o
p
M
O
T
A
X
e
h
t
See

§ useful to atoms, molecules and clusters
§ becomes an essential tool for XFEL simulations
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Applications of XATOM
Multiphoton multiple ionization
Ne: nonlinear response

Doumy et al., PRL 106, 083002 (2011).
Sytcheva, Pabst, Son & Santra, submitted.

Xe: ultra-efficient ionization

Rudek, et al., submitted.

Ultrafast X-ray scattering
C: scattering vs. absorption
Son, Young & Santra, PRA 83, 033402 (2011).

Fe: MAD at high X-ray intensity
Son, Chapman & Santra, PRL 107, 218102 (2011).
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distributions (black bars) at the 2 photon energies. Clearly
en time-of-flight ion spectrometer. The pulse
Ne9þ is observed in both cases although with less abuneasured independently by a calibrated gas
dance (" 1%) below threshold, as opposed to "10% above
and controlled using a variable-pressure N2
r cell. The pulse duration is inferred from the
ctron bunch duration. The spectrometer data,
state distribution
of Ne:
> Charge
er LCLS
and end-station
diagnostic informactron beam
energy,
x-ray energy,
are recorded
good
agreement
between
ay pulse, which allows for postexperiment

Nonlinear response to XFEL

experiment and theory

Young aet nonlinear
al., Naturedirect
466, two-photon
56 (2010).
r observing
imilar to that illustrated in Fig. 1(a), is a
> Even better if shake-off
x-ray beam that is free of harmonic spectral
arecondition
includedis easily
n. Theprocesses
high intensity

> Study of Ne9+ production from
Ne8+ measured at LCLS
> Photon energy above / below
K-shell threshold of Ne8+ to
observe nonlinear response
Doumy, Roedig, Son et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 083002 (2011).
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overestimates the 8ratio
by 40% for all pulse energies.
elaxation rates obtained with a conventional
ionization of Ne þ . Previous synchrotron studies have
Below threshold (1110 eV) the agreement is poorer:
-Slater approach [7] and incorporates spatial
shown that a significant fraction (" 25%) of Ne3þ is
although
the quadratic behavior is reproduced, it severely
averaging. Not unexpected for a linear abformed via shakeoff 9
from neutral K-shell ionization [12].
underestimates the Ne þ yield by an order of magnitude. In
el, the averaged calculated ion distribution is
The single and double shakeoff branching ratios following
addition, the ratio predicted using only the two-photon
the detailed XFEL pulse shape, e.g., spikey
l structure
due to
the chaotic
process
The
exp.
evidence
of[5].
nonlinear
> First
1110 eV
e modelabsorption
of Ref. [7] used
in x-ray
Ref. [8]
are
in the
regime
below threshold:
Fig. 2 and show good overall agreement
quadratic
predicts
a stronger
alternationof
in nonlinear
the odd> Two
mechanisms
state amplitudes
thandirect
measured
thus
response:
and and
sequential
1225 eV
es the odd-charge state yield.
two-photon
ionizations
above threshold:
e our understanding, and specifically the Ne9þ
linear
elow >threshold,
was modified
Direct the
σ(2)model
estimated
from to
eoff processes as well as direct two-photon
measurement, which is ~700
Ne8þ . Previous synchrotron studies have
times
larger("than
a significant
fraction
25%)expected
of Ne3þ is
fromneutral
previous
calculation
FIG. 3. Normalized Ne9þ =Ne8þ ratio as a function of pulse
hakeoff from
K-shell
ionization [12].
Doumy, Roedig,
Son et al., energy for 1110 eV (filled circles) and 1225 eV (open squares).
d double shakeoff branching
ratios following
Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 083002 (2011). Fits yield a quadratic response at 1110 eV (solid line) and linear

Nonlinear response to XFEL (cont.)

behavior at 1225 eV (dashed).

> Enhanced by 1s4p resonance
and finite bandwidth of XFEL

08300

Sytcheva, Pabst, Son &
Santra, submitted.
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(symbols) as
a function of x-ray pulse energy is compared with the modified

Ultra-efficient ionization by XFEL

> Charge state distribution of Xe measured at LCLS
> At 2000 eV: good agreement between experiment and theory
> At 1500 eV: unprecedented high charge states (up to Xe36+) in experiment
> Computational challenge: # of coupled rate equations = 1,120,581
Rudek, Son et al., submitted.
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Ultra-efficient ionization by XFEL (cont.)
> Sequential one-photon
ionization at 1500 eV
would be up to Xe26+.
> REXMI (ResonanceEnhanced X-ray
Multiple Ionization):
resonant excitation
from 3p after 3p
ionization is closed
> Current modeling does
not include resonant
excitations.

!

Rudek, Son et al., submitted.
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Scattering from hollow atoms
> Elastic X-ray scattering form factor
Z
f 0 (Q) = d3 r ⇢(r) eiQ·r
> Scattering affected by hollow-atom formation
For C @12 keV and resolution=1.7 Å

neutral
σsc /σabs = 0.057

single-core-hole
0.075

double-core-hole
0.305

intensity-induced X-ray transparency for Ne: Young et al., Nature 466, 56 (2010).
frustrated absorption for N2: Hoener et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 253002 (2010).
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Scattering from hollow atoms (cont.)
> Carbon: time-averaged charge as a function of the pulse duration
> Less time-averaged charge when the pulse duration is short enough to
compete with core-hole lifetimes (Auger lifetime)

intensity
> Higher
FORMATION
ON COHERENT
...

of XFEL pulse PHYSICAL
inducesREVIEW
less Aionization
due to hollow83, 033402 (2011)
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time-averaged population P̄I of the single (I = 1s 1 2s 2 2p2 )
and double (I = 1s 0 2s 2 2p2 ) core-hole configurations as
a function of the fluence in Fig. 3. The pulse length

Scattering from hollow atoms (cont.)

PHYSICAL REVIEW A 83, 033402 (2011)
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structural reconstruction [90].

Conclusion
> Recent advent of XFEL opens up many unique opportunities in physics,
chemistry, biology, and material science.
> It is crucial to understand interaction of ultraintense and ultrafast X-ray
pulses with atoms and molecules.
> XATOM is an integrated toolkit to investigate X-ray–induced atomic
processes and to simulate electronic damage dynamics.
> We explore nonlinear X-ray absorption processes, ultra-efficient
multiple ionization of heavy atoms, scattering from hollow atoms, and
novel diffraction method with heavy atoms.
> Theoretical studies with XATOM explain recent LCLS experiments and
lead to new XFEL experiments.
> XATOM becomes an essential tool for XFEL simulations.
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Thank you for your attention!
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